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Today in luxury:

Capri Holdings Limited: Is it time for value stock to shine?

Capri Holdings Limited closing share price quoted for March 20, 2019 was $45.4. The -2.49 percent drop might have
been tempting for an investor to sell at this point, but in fact that would prove a short-sighted mistake, as sell-side
analysts think there is almost 96.04 percent more gain yet to come for shareholders. The stock enjoyed an overall
uptrend of 19.73 percent from the beginning of 2019, reports RNS Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on RNS Daily

Italian luxury yacht maker Ferretti plans bourse return: source

Italian luxury yacht builder Ferretti is  preparing for a return to the Milan stock exchange it abandoned more than 15
years ago, a source close to the matter said on Thursday, per The New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times

Barneys Beverly Hills door first to bow the High End concept shop

Barneys New York is looking to take the cannabis lifestyle to higher ground with a new concept shop rolling out to its
Beverly Hills store first, says Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Has luxury become a dirty word in France?

Brands like Dior, Chanel and Yves Saint Laurent have always sold a piece of Paris the world's temple to luxury
fashion along with their handbags. But France's bi-polar relationship with luxury is boiling over once again,
according to Business of Fashion.
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Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion
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